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Let k denote a fixed algebraically closed field. By algebra, we shall 
always mean a finite-dimensional associative k-algebra with an identity. 
Unless otherwise specified, modules are finitely generated right modules. 
We shall use, without further reference, results about Auslander-Reiten 
sequences and the Auslander-Reiten quiver such as can be found in [6], 
and about tilted algebras for which we refer to [3] and [7]. For an 
algebra C, we shall denote by rc the Auslander-Reiten translation DTr in 
the category mod C of finitely generated right C-modules. The trivial exten- 
sion T(C) of C by its minimal injective cogenerator DC = Hom,( C, k) is 
defined to be the algebra whose additive structure is that of the group 
C@DC, with the multiplication defined by 
(4 ./-NY> 8) = (XYl Jx + fY) 
for x, y E C and J g E J DC),. It is well known that T(C) is a self-injective 
algebra. Thus a connected trivial extension algebra T(C) is representation- 
finite if and only if the stable part of its Auslander-Reiten quiver is 
isomorphic to ZA/G, where A is one of the Dynkin diagrams A,, D,, lE6, 
E,, or iE8 (called the Cartan class of T(C)), and G an admissible group of 
automorphisms of ZA[lO]. Tachikawa has proved in [ll] that if C is 
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hereditary and representation&rite, then T(C) is representation-finite. 
Later, Hughes and Waschbiisch [9] (see also [S, 51) have proved that if C 
is tilted of Dynkin type A, then T(C) is representation-finite of Cartan class 
d and conversely, if T(C) is representation-finite of Cartan class A, there 
exists a tilted algebra C’ of Dynkin type A such that T(C) s T( C’). In fact, 
it was shown in [I] that T(C) is representation-finite of Cartan class A if 
and only if C is an iterated tilted algebra of Dynkin type A. The objective 
of the present paper is to determine when two representation-finite trivial 
extension algebras are stably equivalent [2]. In [12], Tachikawa has 
proved that the trivial extensions of two hereditary algebras of the same 
type are stably equivalent using a generalisation of the reflection functors of 
Bernstein, Gelfand, and Ponomarev [4]. We shall now prove the 
following: 
THEOREM. Two basic, connected representation-finite trivial extension 
algebras are stably equivalent if and only (f they have the same Cartan class. 
We shall start by proving: 
LEMMA. Let A be a basic, connected representation-finite hereditary 
algebra of type A, T, be a multiplicity-free tilting module and B = End T,. 
Then T(A) and T(B) are stably equivalent. 
Proof Observe that there exists a complete slice Y of the Auslan- 
der-Reiten quiver rA of A (which is entirely contained in the torsion class 
F( TA) = (M, ) Exta( T, M) = 0) of mod A), and a complete slice Y’ of the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver rB of B (which is entirely contained in the tor- 
sion-free class ?Y( T,) = {N,ITor;B(N, T) = 0) of mod B) such that the 
functors Hom,( T, -): mod A -+ mod B and - OS T: mod B + mod A 
restrict to mutually inverse equivalences of the full subcategories Y and Y’. 
Indeed, it suffices to take for Y the complete slice of T,., consisting of the 
isomorphism classes of the indecomposable injective A-modules, and then 
to let Y’ be the complete slice of r, consisting of the isomorphism classes 
of the B-modules of the form Hom,(,T,, IA), where I, is an indecom- 
posable injective A-module [7]. If we now use the canonical embeddings of 
mod A into mod T(A) and of mod B into mod T(B), Y and Y’ embed, 
respectively, as sections (in the sense of [3, Definition (2.5)]) of the stable 
Auslander-Reiten quivers of T(A) and T(B). That is to say, the set of 
modules on each slice yields a set of representatives of the r-orbits of the 
nonprojective indecomposable modules, and the set of irreducible 
morphisms with both domain and codomain on the slice yields a set of 
representatives of the a-orbits of the irreducible morphisms in the 
corresponding stable categories. We shall deduce from this remark the 
definition of a stable equivalence functor F: mod T(A) +& T(B) as 
follows: for every indecomposable T(A)-module M on ,Y (thus M is also 
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an A-module), and for every irreducible morphism f: M + N of mod T(A) 
with both M and N on Y (thus f is also an A-homomorphism), we put 
F(M) = Hom,( T, M) considered as a T(B)-module, 
and 
F(f) = HomA T, f) considered as a T( B)-homomorphism 
(in other words, FI,Y = Hom,( T, -)). Now, any indecomposable nonprojec- 
tive T(A)-module M can be uniquely written in the form M 1 ZT;;$~~, 
where M, E Y and 0 6 s < md. (Here, md denotes the smallest integer m 
such that the residual class in the mesh category k(Ed) of a path in ZA of 
length greater than or equal to m vanishes. Thus mA, = n, rnDn = 2n - 3, 
mb = 11, mlE,= 17, and miEs= 29). We then define 
F(M) = z,“,,F(M,) = r&Hom,( T, M,). 
In the same way, every irreducible morphism f: M + N in mod T(A) can 
be uniquely written in the form f 2 OT(; J,,, where f0 : M, -+ No, M,, 
N, E Y, and 0 d t < 2m,, and we define 
W)=Q &F(h) = %j’,,HomAT h). 
This defines F on the nonprojective indecomposable T(A)-modules, and 
on the irreducible morphisms of mod T(A). Let now f: A4 + N be an 
arbitrary homomorphism between the indecomposable nonprojective T(A)- 
modules M and N which is not an isomorphism. We shall define F(f) by 
induction on the length of a minimal path from M to N in the stable 
Auslander-Reiten quiver of T(A). This length is equal to one if and only iff 
is an irreducible morphism, and in this case, F(f) is already defined above. 
If f is not irreducible, let us consider an Auslander-Reiten sequence of 
mod T(A) ending with N: 
O-*TT(A) N&E&N+0 
then there exists a T(A)-homomorphism w: M + E such that f= uw. The 
middle term E of the previous sequence can be written as E = 
PO (@r= 1EiL where PT(A) is projective, and each of the E;(l <id r) is 
indecomposable nonprojective, then v and w can be written as 
v= [po,u*...u,] and 
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where p: P + N and the vi: Ei + N (1 < i < r) are irreducible morphisms, 
and q: M-+P, wi: M-E, (l<idr). Thus, 
f=Pq+ 2 UiWj 
i= 1 
and we define 
where the F(ui) and the F(wi) have already been defined by induction. It is 
not hard to see that F(S) is well defined. 
We have thus defined F on the indecomposable nonprojective T(A)- 
modules and the morphisms between them in moJ T(A). We extend to 
arbitrary modules and morphisms in n-& T(A) by additivity, thus com- 
pleting the definition of F. We construct in the same way a functor F: 
& T(B) + & T(A): for every indecomposable T(B)-module M’ on 9” 
(thus M’ is a B-module) and every irreducible morphism f': M' + N' in 
mod T(B) with M’ and N’ on 9’ (thus f' is also a B-homomorphism), we 
let 
F(M’)=M’@T considered as a T(A)-module, 
B 
and 
F(f')=f'@ T considered as a T(A)-homomorphism 
B 
(in other words, F 19, = - Be T), and we extend this definition to the 
whole stable category & T(B) just as we did for F. 
Let us now prove that F and F are quasi-inverse functors: any indecom- 
posable nonprojective T(A)-module M can be uniquely written in the form 
M=r,(“,,M, where M,E~ and O<s<m,, thus 
(F’o F)(M) = (F’o F)(z,“,,M,) 
= F(F(G&,MJ) 
= F(T,‘,,HomAT, MO)) 
=zr&, Hom,(T, M,) @ T 
I B 
1 TsT(t4, MO 
=M. 
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Observe that the isomorphism used is natural [7]. In the same way, we 
can show that for every morphism f: M + N in mod T(A), we have 
Thus F’oF2 1 ‘d drcaj Similarly, Fo F’ 1 I mad 7c8J ‘d and the proof of the 
lemma is now complete. 
Remark. Let i be a sink in the ordinary quiver of A, ei be the 
corresponding primitive idempotent, and T, = (1 - ei) A 0 T; ‘(e,A). Then 
Hom,( T, -) is a reflection functor [4], B is also hereditary, and our 
functor F: & T(A) +& T(B) reduces to the functor S+ of [12]. 
Observe also that, by definition, the functors F and F commute with the 
Auslander-Reiten translations in mod T(A) and mod T(B), respectively. 
Proof of the Theorem. Since the necessity follows directly from [lo], we 
shall only prove the sufficiency: let R, and R, be two basic connected 
representation-finite trivial extension algebras of the same Cartan class A. 
Then there exist two tilted algebras B, and B, of type A such that 
Ri S T(B,) (i = 1, 2) [9]. Moreover, there exist two hereditary algebras A, 
and A, of type A and two tilting modules Ty/ and T$)‘, respectively, on A, 
and A, such that B, 7 End T$f (i = 1, 2). The previous lemma implies 
that mod Ri z _mod T(B,) 5, T(A,) (i= 1,2). Now A, and A, are 
hereditary algebras of the same type, thus it follows from [12] (or directly 
from our lemma and the above remark) that mod T(A,) 2 & T(A,), 
and hence mod R, 7 mod R2, 
Remark. 1. In view of the result in Cl], our theorem may be restated 
as follows: if C, and C, are basic connected iterated tilted algebras of 
Dynkin type, their trivial extensions T(C,) and T(C,) are stably equivalent 
if and only if C, and C, are of the same type. 
Remark 2. It follows from our theorem that any trivial extension of 
Cartan class A, is stably equivalent to a Nakayama algebra. Also, any 
representation-finite trivial extension algebra is stably equivalent to an 
algebra with radical cube equal to zero. This was already proved in [12] 
for trivial extensions of hereditary algebras. 
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